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ABOUT US
We, Monarch Graphics (I) Pvt. Ltd. are an ISO9001:2015 accredited printing unit based out of Noida, NCR Delhi.
We are engaged in providing value added printing services as per exact requirement of our clients. Thus by
capitalizing on our best available print technology and sound resources, we provide qualitative printing services in
self-adhesive labels, un-Supported Synthetic Paper Medias,Tag Board and Polyesters materials.
In addition, we specialize in offering various print decoration techniques like Hot foil stamping, UV varnishes, Cast
N Cure and Tactile Effects for creating visually attractive labels. We have a team of qualified and experienced
people to understand, suggest and implement, various customer requirements ranging from application of labels
to creating enhanced brand recall to meeting various legal requirements.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
In line with ManagementVision of “Labelling a Smarter Future” ,Monarch's R & D is staying focussed on developing
sustainable, safe and innovative labelling solutions that impacts brands recall, increased sales and operational
efficiency for end users. This is being achieved through focused teams, investment in latest technologies and
knowledge of operating in various verticals.

Branding
Products

The Monarch Print infrastructure and product offering are in line with the expectations
of Brand Managers of major FMCG, Pharma, Food, Beverages and Nutraceutical
Co's.who want no look labels, labels in various finishes, pantone shades, printing on foil,
textured varnishes and many more. We also supply high performance Tire Branding
labels in various looks and finishes. We also work closely with apparels industry by
supplying non staining size strips, Roll form Tags, Price Hiding Labels.

Special Print
Decoration

We specialize in giving value added features to our prints by using the knowledge and
experience of our team and process partners.This helps us to create labels which can
have security features like hidden text, micro text and gulloche patterns which can't be
imitated. We also use various security inks to make copying difficult. We glorify our
prints by using in line rotary screens, by using different kind of foil and emboss effects
we convert labels which shows our versatility as a printing unit.

This segment of labels is testimony to our experience of handling various applications

Performance
Products

from security to adhesive performance to long lasting durability. We provide labels
which can withstand extreme temperatures of minus 180degrees to plus 600degrees
along with top coatings to resist abrasions and chemical spillage. We offer various
customized security solution for anti-counterfeiting, UL approved materials to RFID
tags inserted labels.

Thermal
Transfer
Products

Inkjet
Label
Products

The data Capture Labels segment focuses on Thermal Transfer Labels, Direct Thermal
Labels,A-4 Label sheets and Ribbon.We have created a portfolio of highly competitive
product delivering high performance and value for warehouses, logistics companies,
automobiles and electronics industry. We also have a range of non Tearable Medias for
plant identification, Steel Manufacturers & Pharma companies to use for identification
during WIP.

Printing in house and on-demand gives labels end users the operational versatility to
produce their own labels, in any variety, precisely as they need them. On demand
printing is an economic advantage particularly for shorter runs and versioning and it
also enables new modes of marketing and promotions. We have various materials in
stock to in paper and films which can be used on inkjet printers.

YEARS

ERP

ISO 9001:2015

ESTABLISHED 2006

SOFTWARE

250K SQ.MTR. / MONTH

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED

UPS BACK-UP

EXPERIENCED TEAM

70+CUSTOMERS

VERTICALS
FMCG & COSMETICS
APPAREL LABELS

01

BRANDING
LABELS

NUTRACEUTICALS LABELS
TYRE LABELS
LIQUOUR LABELS
REGISTERED HOLOGRAM
SPECIAL INKS & VARNISH

02

SPECIAL PRINT
DECORATION

FOILING & EMBOSSING
SECURITY PRINTING
ROTARY SCREEN PRINTING

CUSTOMIZED SECURITY MATERIALS
RFID SMART LABELS

03

PERFORMANCE
LABELS

CRYOGENIC LABELS
ESD & IMEI LABELS
UL APPROVED LABELS
DRUM / GHS LABELS

MISSION

To accurately satisfy the need of our clients,
achieving a good ROI with a growth rate along with
profitability, we need to focus on future challenges
& sustainable solutions.’’

Monarch will develop itss business through
constant upgradation in technology and addition of
new products to its portfolio.

VISION

LABELS FOR ALL PURPOSES
Labels are everywhere and in everything we consume.Wrapped around food, beverages, cosmetic and medicines,
to name a few, they build brands, convey important information and tell stories. despite this, the relevance of labels
in packaging is rarely thought of in the large scale of our circular economy.
On close inspection you will realise that labels are high performance products. Billions of self-adhesive labels are
used for data capture and company branding in production, logistics and manufacturing. They may be applied to
track or trace goods, optimise workflow, identify and brand products or offer the consumer important information.
Inevitably the demands made on the label will change with every product.

ONE STOP SOLUTION
WE
DESIGN

PROVIDE
PROTOTYPE

DO
PRODUCTION

STRENGTHS
Process, People, Material &
Credibility

PRINT DECORATION
Hot Foil, Embossing & UV
Varnish
MEDIAS
Papers, Films, Synthetic Papers,
Tyvek, etc.

SEGMENTS
Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics, FMCG,
Barcode Labels, etc.

TECHNOLOGY
Digital, Screen, Flexo &
Letterpress
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